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Fans of the Berenstain Bears will enjoy this 10-book box set addition to the Living Lights™
series. Young readers will learn about the Golden Rule, the importance of kindness and
forgiveness, how to say your prayers, and much more, taught in that warm, memorable way only
the Berenstain Bears can.The Berenstain Bears Classic Collection—part of the popular
Zonderkidz Living Lights™ series of books— includes:Berenstain Bears Kindness
CountsBerenstain Bears and the Golden RuleBerenstain Bears God Loves YouBerenstain
Bears and the Forgiving TreeBerenstain Bears and Say Their PrayersBerenstain Bears and the
Trouble with ThingsBerenstain Bears God Made You SpecialBerenstain Bears Play a Good
GameBerenstain Bears Go to Sunday SchoolBerenstain Bears and the Gift of CourageThis box
collection is perfect for:Early readers, ages 4-8Baby showers, birthdays, holidays, and summer
reading listsEach book in this box set includes the classic Berenstain Bears artwork you
remember, and the treasured life lessons your children will never forget. The bestselling
children’s book series ever created has more than 250 books published and nearly 300 million
copies sold to date.

About the AuthorStan and Jan Berenstain introduced the first Berenstain Bears books in 1962.
Mike Berenstain grew up watching his parents work together to write about and draw these
lovable bears. Eventually he started drawing and writing about them too. Though Stan died in
2005 and Jan in 2012, Mike continues to create the delightful Bear adventures from his studio in
Pennsylvania, in an area that looks much like the sunny dirt road deep in Bear Country.
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The Berenstain Bears Count Their Blessings



Elise, “Collection. Great books! I read them when I was a kid and got them for a friend of mine's
kid for their 4th birthday. The books came in a really sturdy bookholder for all the books to slide
into. You get 10 individual books!”

yolette, “Missing one book. Have always loved these books. This set is awesome as I knew it
would be, but it was missing one book while another story had duplicates.... missing Say their
Prayers, two of The Golden Rule.”

Kevin M., “Good books. Of the 10 books in the original box collection I received 6. 4 of the other
books were mismatched but that doesn't bother me. They were in pretty good shape and I saved
a lot of money. My kids are very happy for some new books.”

M Oliveira, “Great Christian Books!. I've always loved the Berenstain Bears growing up. And the
fact that this book set includes Christian morals and presents them in a way that
Kindergarteners and Pre-K kids understand is awesome. I bought these to donation to a
Christian school and the Kindergarten teacher and kids were thrilled!They also are not too long,
I can read one in 10 minutes, which is good since kids have short attention spans.I will be buying
more Berenstain Bear books, especially ones that are faith based and part of the Living Lights
collection.”

Maria S., “Good for the Soul. It's pretty amazing to have nieces and nephews as is. What is even
more amazing is being able to share what you enjoyed when you were younger with them.
Berenstain Bears books were always a pleasure to read when I was younger. It taught me
lessons such as sharing, caring, giving, loving, and compassion. Giving these to my nieces and
nephews, even at an early age will allow their parents to read to them during their bonding
sessions. I especially enjoy them grow with the stories and learn how to read with them and
hopefully learn lessons along the way for them to pass on to their siblings and friends in the
future. Truly an amazing series and worth every penny.”

Eddie Z, “Great Berenstein Bears mini-library!. This is a great 10-book BB library! These books
help to teach my 4yo son invaluable life lessons.”

hannah, “Perfect for teaching life lessons. My guy loves these bears”

Start Today., “Kind lesson for young children. I've been seeking books for my little boy of 3 to
teach lessons of kindness and confidence. It takes some searching for good books. Another
book I recommend highly is The Crown on Your Head by Nancy Tillman. x”



Tnika, “Nice for children. Good book”

Dr Sarah Kenyon-Ellis, “Excellent. Lovely old fashioned book”

Anonymous, “Good Christian Books. It's unfortunate that people are scoring these books so low
simply because they are "religious". I thought it was common knowledge that the authors of
these books were religious. Many of their stories are written for a non-religious audience but they
have always written books with a Christian audience in mind as well. And I feel many of these
titles alone, such as "Go to Sunday School", "Say Their Prayers", and "God Loves You" clearly
imply that in this set, and that the seller should not be faulted if the buyer doesn't read what
they're buying. There are some great Christian stories for kids in this set, and I am very happy
with this purchase. Not all Berenstein Bears books are written for a Christian audience, but if the
book cover includes the Living Lights logo, you can be assured that that particular book was
written with a Christian audience in mind.”

Mamaof2, “Good book. My daughter loves these books, as I did too. Amazon sells them for a fair
price and I was happy with this purchase. Teaches valuable lessons, arrived in good shape and
fast shipping. NOTE this is from there religious series I had read reviews and did not want to
order the religious book but did order by mistake as I had a few different books in my cart but it
really only mentions a quote on 1 page and is not a big deal. Easy to skip over if you don’t want
to include it or u can include while reading to your child. I am happy with this book.”

The book by Jan Berenstain has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 2,736 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 496 pages
Item Weight: 2.75 pounds
Dimensions: 8.13 x 1.75 x 8.38 inches
Hardcover: 432 pages
Reading age: 2 - 6 years, from customers
Lexile measure: AD520L
Grade level: Preschool - 3
Audio CD: 6 pages
Product Bundle: 328 pages
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